
DE62778 Import Integration Mappings Job error for SSO enabled environment 
Category AC Integration 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: On any SSO enabled environment, the Import Integration Mapping job fails for 
Clarity - Rally integration even though all the Pre Requisites are defined in the environment.  
  
Expected Results: The job completes successfully and retrieves all the supported attributes 
from the Rally workspace.  
  
Actual Results: The job instance shows as completed but the job log shows all the attributes 
errored out with the below error message.   
 
Workaround: Disable the SSO and then run the job.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 225398 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=225398 

  
 

DE56560 Favorites Menu 5000000.union.favLeftNav instance access rights are 
visible when adding Instance access rights to groups and resources 

Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.8.1 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Favorites Menu 5000000.union.favLeftNav instance access rights are visible when 
adding Instance access rights to groups and resources. The same happens if you add individual 
Instance rights to a Resource - Portlet View.  
  
Expected Results: The Favorite Menu portlet instance rights should NOT be available to be 
added to other users as instance right.  
  
Actual Results: All the Favorite Menu access rights are available in the list, including those for 
inactive users, the list may be tens of thousands just due to this.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 195802 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=195802 

  
 

DE57972 Orphan Records are left in table cmn_captions_nls 
Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.8.0 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Orphan Records are left in table cmn_captions_nls.  
  
Expected Results: Upon deletion of an object all corresponding records in table 
cmn_captions_nls should get deleted.  
  



Actual Results: Orphan records are left in table cmn_captions_nls.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 200264 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=200264 

  
 

DE58722 Clarity Cost Plan Audit is Loading very slowly 
Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.8.1 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Clarity Cost Plan Audit is Loading very slowly.  
  
Expected Results: It should return results within seconds  
  
Actual Results: it is taking over 7 minutes to produce results   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 223333 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=223333 

  
 

DE59126 Firefox 83.0 is showing cross-site cookie warnings in the logs. 
Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.8.1 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Firefox 83.0 is showing cross-site cookie warnings in the logs. Cookie 
'NG_TRANSLATE_LANG_KEY' will be soon rejected because it has the 'SameSite' attribute set to 
'None' or an invalid value, without the 'secure' attribute. To know more about the 'SameSite' 
attribute, read https://developer.mozilla.org/docs/Web/HTTP/Headers/Set-Cookie/SameSite  
  
Expected Results: Cookies from clarity have the required/recommended SameSite attribute 
WITH the 'secure' attribute.  
  
Actual Results: Cookies from clarity do NOT have the required/recommended SameSite 
attribute with the 'secure' attribute.   
 
Workaround: This message is a warning for now, but could become a serious problem soon if 
Firefox starts to block these cookies.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 205413 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=205413 

  
 

DE59268 Export to Excel does not export Range Descriptions 
Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.8.1 



Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Export to Excel does not export Range Descriptions.  
  
Expected Results: Excel displays the image and the Range Description.  
  
Actual Results: Excel displays the image and the value ID.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0, 15.9.3.1 
Knowledgebase Article KB 205939 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=205939 

  
 

DE61144 Clarity throws a network error/Authentication Error Page based on 
Classic/New UX when session exceeds minutes of inactivity 

Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Clarity throws a network error/Navigates to Authentication Error Page based on 
Classic/New UX when session exceeds minutes of inactivity. This creates confusion to users on 
what's happening.  
  
Expected Results: User should be redirected to logout page since the session is inactive and 
needs to be re-authenticated.  
  
Actual Results: We get a network error popup which doesn't go away unless we refresh the 
browser page and New UX redirects the user to Authentication Error Page.   
 
Workaround: Refresh the browser page to get redirected to the Authentication Error Page.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 223943 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=223943 

  
 

DE61489 Postgres - Can't write to temp table - 1600 column limitation 
Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Under certain circumstances it might be possible for a temp table (for example: 
TEMP_PFM_CA_PROJECT) to run into a problem in relation to a column limitation in Postgres. 
In this example, the temp table is used for the Synchronize Portfolio job. As a part of the job, 
information is pulled in from multiple sources, and columns are added and removed as a part 
of the way Clarity uses this table. In Postgres when a column is deleted, it's not truly 
""deleted"", it's still retained in the database as hidden, and is counted toward the total 
column limitation value. Postgres has a limitation of the number of columns that can be 
associated to a table, that limitation is 1600. Again, this number includes any previously 
deleted columns that were associated to this table.  
  
Expected Results: The job should complete.  
  



Actual Results: The job fails, and an error is logged: Error executing job: * error 
com.niku.dbtools.DBUpdateException: org.postgresql.util.PSQLException: ERROR: tables can 
have at most 1600 columns.   
 
Workaround: The DB table needs to be dropped and recreated to purge the previous column 
history.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0, 15.9.3.1, 15.9.3.0.1 
Knowledgebase Article KB 218063 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=218063 

  
 

DE61494 Time Slicing rollover slow on MSSQL 
Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.9.1 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Time Slicing rollover slow on MSSQL.  
  
Expected Results: The Time Slicing job to complete within time.  
  
Actual Results: The Time Slicing is very slow and can take up to a day to run.   
 
Workaround: Disabling SQL curves can help some but not by much.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 218075 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=218075 

  
 

DE61568 Securability Fix 
Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: No Steps revealed for security reasons.  
  
  
 
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB None-Securability Issue 

  
 

DE61728 Jobs Log Page Duration (Minutes) Column Is Not Accurate 
Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.7.1 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: The Duration (Minutes) column that represents the elapsed time, the duration 
between the Start and Finish time, is not accurately represented. Upon closer inspection, it can 
be up to 2 minutes off.  
  
Expected Results: It should show an accurate number of minutes.  



  
Actual Results: The duration can be off by as much as 2 minutes.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 219129 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=219129 

  
 

DE60896 Export to CSV grants full license type to user 
Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.9 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: A labor resource is created and only has 'Restricted' and 'View' license type but 
after exporting a Task or Project list to CSV the resource is automatically granted a 'Full' license 
type as a result of Instance Access right - Job Creator (Right) being granted.  
  
Expected Results: Export to csv shouldn't cause 'Full' licence type to be granted to the resource 
'A'.  
  
Actual Results: Resource 'A' is granted 'Full' license type which causes a violation of the 
number full license type the organisation is permitted to have.   
 
Workaround: Delete the 'Export to CSV Job' instance that gets created to clear out the 'Full' 
license type entry from the license page.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB226128 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=26128 

  
 

DE61881 Unable to update caption for lookup type attributes created on project 
and investment objects 

Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.8.1 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Unable to update the Classic Views caption for lookup type attributes created on 
project and investment objects. When the attribute caption needs to change, if the attribute 
name field is updated for a lookup type it is not working via the 'Push Captions to Views' 
functionality. This is working for other data types even if the field is already configured on the 
view either by the user or on the system view.  
  
Expected Results: It should update the 'Column Label' caption.  
  
Actual Results: It does not update the 'Column Label' caption.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 219535 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=219535 



  
 

DE61971 New UX Navigation is slow after Xogging a OBS unit which is used for 
Security Rights and there are CIT objects with Secure MVL attributes 

Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: New UX Navigation is slow after Xogging a OBS unit which is used for Security 
Rights and there are CIT objects with Secure MVL attributes.  
  
Expected Results: New UX loads fast enough.  
  
Actual Results: New UX Is considerably slow depending on how large 
ODF_MULTI_VALUED_LOOKUPS table is.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 221312 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=221312 

  
 

DE61998 Export to CSV of Attributes in New UX results in Error 
Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Cosmetic 

Summary SUMMARY: Export to CSV of Attributes in New UX results in Error.  
  
Expected Results: Export to CSV Is successful.  
  
Actual Results: Export to CSV Fails with error 'Could not Export CSV'   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 220220 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=220220 

  
 

DE62007 'OBS unit path is invalid' error when Xogging in Staff OBS Unit 
Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: When you xog out a Project that has 'Staff Obs Unit' populated and Xog it back into 
Clarity, it fails and the following message is generated. OBS unit () is invalid. OBS unit path () is 
invalid.  
  
Expected Results: Staff Obs Unit in the Project to be populated again with the data XOG in.  
  
Actual Results: Staff Obs Unit field does not get populated.   
 



Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0, 15.9.3.1, 15.9.3.0.1 
Knowledgebase Article KB 222438 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=222438 

  
 

DE62053 Project - Modify Baseline All right in Licensing portlets and Techdocs do 
not match 

Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Cosmetic 

Summary SUMMARY: The Description for the 'Project - Modify Baseline - All' global access right does not 
match the online documentation and it is vague as to what access it provides. The access right 
description states: Allows a resource to baseline all project. The right also allows a resource to 
view the general project properties and processes. The online documentation states: Allows a 
resource to baseline all project instances to which the user has edit access.Examination of the 
global access right provides the user with the capability to create, update and delete baselines 
only; it does not include project 'edit' access.  The Baseline access will only work when the user 
has access to 'edit' the project.  Project 'edit' access must be granted separately to the user via 
global, OBS or instance access. If the user has Project 'view' access with the Baseline access, 
the user will not have permissions to create, update, delete baselines.  
  
Expected Results: Both the online documentation and the access right description should 
clearly state: Allows the user to create, update, and delete baselines for all project instances to 
which the user has edit access.  
  
Actual Results: The current access right description is not correct as it does not indicate 
additional access rights to 'edit' the project is required. It states: Allows a resource to baseline 
all project. The right also allows a resource to view the gene   
 
Workaround: Refer to the online documentation.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 220620 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=220620 

  
 

DE62122 Time Slicing deadlocks on multiple tables on PostgreSQL (GCP) 
Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Time Slicing deadlocks on multiple tables on PostgreSQL (GCP).  
  
Expected Results: The job to run as expected.  
  
Actual Results: The Time Slicing Job repeatedly fails with deadlocks (could be up to 10-20 times 
per day).   
 
Workaround: None, ignore the deadlock and the record will usually be picked up on next run.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 



Knowledgebase Article KB 221066 
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=221066 

  
 

DE62129 @WHERE:SECURITY clause in Risk management portlets and lookups 
returning incorrect results for users with OBS and Instance rights - 
odfsec_risk_v2 

Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: With the recent changes to odfsec_risk_v2, the @WHERE:SECURITY clause in the 
Risk management portlets and lookups are not returning correct data for users having OBS and 
Instance rights. This issue impacts the lookups - RIM_BROWSE_RISKS and 
RIM_BROWSE_ISSUES.  
  
Expected Results: Risk1, Risk2 and Risk3 can be seen in the Risk Management portlet.  
  
Actual Results: The above risks are missing from the portlets.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 221168 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=221168 

  
 

DE62134 Clarity UX: 'Risk is assigned to you' notification is not being generated for 
risks created in the UI 

Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Cosmetic 

Summary SUMMARY: Risk Assigned To Notification not being generated for risks created in the New UX.  
  
Expected Result: User receives an assigned to notification email like "Risk is assigned to you. 
Risk: New test 2, Investment: 4G Upgrade Readiness".  
  
Actual Result: Initial "Risk is assigned to you" notification email is not generated.   
 
Workaround: Reassign risk to different user and assign risk again to original assignee. Note: 
The issue has been resolved for RICs even though the issue was only reported for Risks.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 221204 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=221204 

  
 

DE62284 Jobs Fail When Called Within a Process 
Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Minor Problem 



Summary SUMMARY: After upgrading to 15.9.3, both jobs (Update Earned Value History, Update Earned 
Value and Cost Total) fail when called within a process. Although the use case described below 
is for these 2 jobs, it occurs for any job that has parameters.  
  
Expected Results: The process completes and the job shows a Completed in the Log page.  
  
Actual Results: The process completes but the job fails in the Log page. XML code shows up in 
the parameter fields on the failed job log.   
 
Workaround: Run the job standalone, not in a process.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 222003 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=222003 

  
 

DE62304 Performance Issue with User XOG on Clarity SaaS 
Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Performance Issue with User XOG on Clarity SaaS. Validated further and found that 
CMN_SEC_USER_GROUPS_INS_SP takes more than 5 mins for each execution Postgres is using 
a bad execution plan for the same query and different parameters.  
  
Expected Results: The XOG request completes within normal amount of time.  
  
Actual Results: The XOG request takes more than 15 minutes to complete.   
 
Workaround: We did a workaround locally using a modified SP which runs faster. However the 
most time on the execution plan seems to be caused by the NOT EXISTS clause.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 223944 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=223944 

  
 

DE62599 Datamart Extraction Job Failing - Error in 
NBI_PROJECT_CURRENT_FACTS_SP - Inserting into 
NBI_PROJECT_CURRENT_FACTS: value too long for type character 
varying(240) 

Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Datamart Extraction Job Failing - Error in NBI_PROJECT_CURRENT_FACTS_SP - 
Inserting into NBI_PROJECT_CURRENT_FACTS: value too long for type character varying(240)/  
  
Expected Results: Datamart Extraction job should succeed.  
  
Actual Results: Datamart Extraction job is failing.   
 
Workaround: Shorten Name field to be 240 characters or less.  



  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0, 15.9.3.1 
Knowledgebase Article KB 224444 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=224444 

  
 

DE62844 XOG allows for inserting duplicate unique_name in srm_resources 
Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: XOG allows for inserting duplicate unique_name in srm_resources when updating 
in Oracle and Postgres. This is restricted in the UI and in REST therefore is not allowed there.  
  
Expected Results: XOG not allow duplicate values for unique_name (resourceId) on the 
resource/role object.  
  
Actual Results:  XOG permits duplicate unique_name/resourceId values.   
 
Workaround: Use REST or validate the data prior to XOG input.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 225747 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=225747 

  
 

DE63013 Clarity UX - Administration - Attributes - Export to CSV fails if there are 
more than 500 rows 

Category Admin 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: When exporting a large attribute list in the Clarity UX, the job fails - API-1003.  
  
Expected Results: Export to CSV of attributes run as a job with a large attribute count succeed.  
  
Actual Results: Export to CSV of attributes run as a job with a large attribute count FAILS.   
 
Workaround:  Run with a filter to reduce row count < 500 rows.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 220220 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=220220 

  
 

DE62267 TSV Fields should NOT be allowed on Blueprint PROPERTIES Module 
Category Blueprints 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Now that we can have Custom Time-varying (TSV) fields on Objects, the Blueprints 
are allowing the administrator to place the field on the PROPERTIES Module. When this type of 
field is added into the blueprint, the end-user will see [Object Object] in the field and won't see 
any data value.The Custom TSV on a Custom Master Object is NOT available for configuration 



on the Blueprint. The Custom TSV is NOT available for selection on the DETAILS Fly-out 
configuration.  
  
Expected Results: Time-varying fields should not be in the list for selection for configuration on 
the Blueprint PROPERTIES Module.  
  
Actual Results: The field is available for Blueprint configuration and it shows [Object Object] as 
the data value in the field to the end-user.   
 
Workaround: Do not add the custom Time-Varying field to the Blueprint PROPERTIES Module 
layout.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 222637 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=222637 

  
 

DE62333 Modern UX Blueprints - Create From Template - Boolean attributes 
configured here always default to False when creating Projects 

Category Blueprints 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Cosmetic 

Summary SUMMARY: Modern UX Blueprints - Create From Template - Boolean attributes configured 
here always default to False when creating Projects.  
  
Expected Results: The Boolean attribute is set to TRUE.  
  
Actual Results: The Boolean attribute is set to FALSE.   
 
Workaround: Set the value in the project after it is created.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0, 15.9.3.1 
Knowledgebase Article KB 222618 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=222618 

  
 

DE62509 Blueprint not correct on Idea Create screen Classic 
Category Blueprints 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Blueprint not correct on Idea Create screen Classic. The idea create screen 
blueprint attribute is not showing the idea blueprints correctly on the browse.  
  
Expected Results: It should only show Idea blueprints and total count should match the 
number of Idea blueprints that are in the system.  
  
Actual Results: It is showing different number of Idea blueprints.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 



Knowledgebase Article KB 223899 
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=223899 

  
 

DE56343 Error while executing process from List view Actions dropdown 
Category BPM 

Found in Release 15.8.0 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Users are getting an error while trying to run a process using Actions on Status 
Report list view, same Action performances with no issues on edit layout. This issue happens 
on multiple object types including: Status Reports and Custom Objects.  
  
Expected Results: Process kicks off successfully.  
  
Actual Results: Receive error Http 500 Internal Server Error.   
 
Workaround: Make at least one field (any field) editable in the List View.1. Go to Classic, 
Administration, Studio: Objects, Status Report 2. Click on 'Views' 3. Click on Status Report List, 
[Fields] 4. Click on Scope Status (or any attribute) 5. Check Al  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 195779 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=195779 

  
 

DE60450 Unable to call custom job in process step when one of the job parameters 
is required and Read-only 

Category BPM 

Found in Release 15.9.1 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Unable to call custom job in process step when one of the job parameters is 
required and Read-only.  
  
Expected Results: You should be able to see Read-only parameters via Run Job action just like 
you see them when attempting to run a job via Home, Reports and Jobs.  
  
Actual Results: You get an error: NJS-0119: At least one parameter is invalid. Check the 
parameters and submit again.   
 
Workaround: Uncheck Read-only flag for the job parameter or leave it as Read-only but make 
it non-required parameter with default set.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 212566 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=212566 

  
 

DE60653 A task based process with a Boolean start condition always fires when a 
task is created via XOG in version 15.9.1 even if the condition is not met. 

Category BPM 

Found in Release 15.9.1 



Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: A process created as auto-start where the start condition is on the creation of a 
task and the condition is based on a Boolean custom attribute being set false is not working as 
expected when the task is imported via XOG with the value of the custom attribute set to true.  
  
Expected Results: The process will only fire if the condition is met.  
  
Actual Results: A task based process with a Boolean start condition always fires when a task is 
created via XOG in version 15.9.1 even if the condition is not met.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 213342 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=213342 

  
 

DE58827 Large String Data Type attribute is not appearing in OData (PostgreSQL 
ONLY) 

Category DataWarehouse 

Found in Release 15.8.1 

Severity Cosmetic 

Summary SUMMARY: Large String Data Type attribute is not appearing in OData. If the database is 
Postgres, the Large String Data Type attribute is not appearing in OData. It seems not available 
in OData.  
  
Expected Result: A large string attribute under project object is available in OData.  
  
Actual Result: A large string attribute under project object is not available in OData.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 224347 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=224347 

  
 

DE59726 Incremental DWH Load Failed with deadlock REFRESH MATERIALIZED 
VIEW DWH_FIN_PLAN_VIRTUAL_SUM_MV 

Category DataWarehouse 

Found in Release 15.9.0.1 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Incremental DWH Load Failed with deadlock REFRESH MATERIALIZED VIEW 
DWH_FIN_PLAN_VIRTUAL_SUM_MV.  
  
Expected Results: DWH should succeed.  
  
Actual Results: DWH fails.   
 
Workaround: Re-run DWH.  
  



Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 219789 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=219789 

  
 

DE61727 Tables are not deleting in Data warehouse after Removing Custom 
investment type objects from Dataware house 

Category DataWarehouse 

Found in Release 15.9.1 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Tables are not deleting in Data warehouse after Removing Custom investment type 
objects from Dataware house  
  
Expected Results: The table dwh_z_odf_custom_epic should get deleted upon excluding an 
object from data warehouse  
  
Actual Results: The table dwh_z_odf_custom_epic remain in data warehouse schema   
 
Workaround: On Premise Customer only Connect to Clarity Database Run the below update 
UPDATE DWH_META_TABLES SET IS_DELETED = 1where DWH_TABLE_NAME = 
'dwh_z_odf_custom_epic' Run the Load Data warehouse in Full Load  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 219136 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=219136 

  
 

DE62229 The  incremental Load DWH fails in the TEST after 15.9.3 upgrade: 
Couldn't execute SQL: ALTER TABLE DWH_RDM_ROADMAP_ITEM 
MODIFY ROADMAP_ITEM_NAME 

Category DataWarehouse 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: The  incremental Load DWH fails in the TEST after 15.9.3 upgrade: Couldn't 
execute SQL: ALTER TABLE DWH_RDM_ROADMAP_ITEM MODIFY ROADMAP_ITEM_NAME.  
  
Expected Results: Load DWH incremental completes without Modify syntax error.  
  
Actual Results: Load DWH incremental fails with a Modify syntax error.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 221993 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=221993 

  
 

DE62302 Custom Investments have the column 'name' loaded in the DWH.  Name 
should only be stored on the investment object 

Category DataWarehouse 



Found in Release 16.0.0 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: There is an issue with custom objects that are investment extensions.  When a new 
custom object is set up in studio as an investment extension, the field 'name' is inserted into 
dwh_meta_columns. For an investment extension, this is wrong.  There should be no 'name' 
column because the name is pulled from inv_investments.  For a custom object that is NOT an 
investment extension, 'name' should and does get inserted into dwh_meta_columns.  
  
Expected Results: 'Name' should not be a column.  The name is already stored in 
dwh_inv_investment  
  
Actual Results: You will see 'name' as one of the columns in the table schema.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0, 15.9.3.1 
Knowledgebase Article KB 225280 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=225280 

  
 

DE59893 When creating a new cost plan in the new UX for ideas Finish Period 
dates have auto populated in the past based on the project dates and 
after 15.9.1 upgrade finish period is not populated if project finish date 
falls on the last day of the month 

Category Financials 

Found in Release 15.9.1 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: When creating a new cost plan in the new UX for ideas The Start and Finish Period 
dates have auto populated in the past based on the project dates and after 15.9.1 upgrade 
finish period is not populated if project finish date falls on the last day of the month. Same 
behavior could be observed for projects and CITs  
  
Expected Results: Finish Period should auto populate based on finish date of the idea.  
  
Actual Results: Finish Period is not auto populated.   
 
Workaround: Manually populate Finish Period.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0, 15.9.3.1 
Knowledgebase Article KB 209312 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=209312 

  
 

DE60098 When the Grouping Attributes has default values and if you are using 
several tabs, cost plan creation randomly fails with CMN-0009 error 

Category Financials 

Found in Release 15.9 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: When the Grouping Attributes has default values and if you are using several tabs, 
cost plan creation randomly fails with CMN-0009 error  
  



Expected Results: The cost plan to be created successfully.  
  
Actual Results: CMN-0009: Attribute 'Grouping Attributes' has invalid Lookup Value '[null].   
 
Workaround: Discard the errored-out cost plan and create a new one. Additional Information: 
You might need to repeat steps 8 to 10 a few times to get it reproduced.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 210593 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=210593 

  
 

DE61344 Classic, Billing Currency view not updated with the correct amount 
Category Financials 

Found in Release 15.9 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: There is one project cost plan detail row that does not convert until it is manually 
modified by the user. Conversion that is not working will cause aggregation to be incorrect.  
  
Expected Results: The view for Billing Currency should convert the values. It should always 
convert irrespective of summation. When going from the Investment Currency View to the 
Billing Currency View, the cost value should be 22116447 x 0.009548 = 211,16  
  
Actual Results: Billing Currency doesn't have the values changed. When the cost is non-zero 
the values change. When going from the Investment Currency View to the Billing Currency 
View, the value: 22116447 JPY shows instead of the converted USD value.   
 
Workaround: Manually modify the row.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 215150 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215150 

  
 

DE60813 Timeslicing job failed fin_cost_plan_details update fin_cost_plan_details 
set odf_ss_cost_variance = 2  where id in (select id from 
fin_cost_plan_details where odf_ss_cost_variance = ? limit 1000) 

Category Financials 

Found in Release 15.8.1 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: The Time Slicing job is failing due to deadlock errors - on fin_cost_plan_details  
  
Expected Result : Cost Plan should be successfully submitted and Time slice should complete  
  
Actual Results : Deadlock in database along with time slice taking longer and fails and below 
error stack seen in the app ca log  Error message: ERROR: deadlock detected  Detail: Process 
16780 waits for ShareLock on transaction 1368292789; blocked by proc   
 
Workaround: Disable the SQL curve  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 



Knowledgebase Article KB 219259 
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=219259 

  
 

DE61559 Cost Plan Submit Option default value ignored in Modern UX 
Category Financials 

Found in Release 15.9.1 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: While submitting a Cost Plan via the Modern UX, the Submit Option default value 
is always empty, even if a default value is set. In the Classic UX, the default value correctly 
appears.  
  
Expected Results: Submit Option has 'Replace' (default value) pre-selected.  
  
Actual Results: Submit Option does not have any active value.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 218575 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=218575 

  
 

DE60892 Error in Benefit Plan When Entering Periods Before Description 
Category Financials 

Found in Release 15.9.1.1 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: When you create a new Benefit Plan row, if benefit plan period data is entered 
before the Description attribute, Clarity displays an error: 'Attribute(s) [benefit] are not 
supported for this action.'  
  
Expected Results: A new row for the Benefit Plan is created.  
  
Actual Results: The row is not created and it is ""stuck"", it needs to be deleted. Error 
""Attribute(s) [benefit] are not supported for this action."" will be displayed.   
 
Workaround: Enter Description before any value in the periods.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 214558 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=214558 

  
 

DE61973 Ability to save a Department Name with slash (/) character 
Category Financials 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: It is possible to modify the department name on the Departments List view to 
include the slash  (/) character. The Department Name should not allow the slash character on 
its name to be saved.  
  



Expected Results: The name is not saved, and the error is displayed (like if the changes were 
not done on the Properties view of the Department)      ERROR OBS-0221: Slash character not 
allowed.  
  
Actual Results: The department name is saved with the slash character causing various 
potential problems on the application.   
 
Workaround: Revert the changes to exclude the (/) slash character from the name.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 220102 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=220102 

  
 

DE62169 Slow Cost Plan Population causing deadlocks 
Category Financials 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Slow Query execution from cost plan updates causing blocks at database  
  
Expected Results: Several blocked queries and slow performing queries can be seen at 
database and dead locks can be seen at app ca logs  Caused by: 
org.postgresql.util.PSQLException: ERROR: deadlock detected  Detail: Process 18866 waits for 
ShareLock on t  
  
Actual Results: While several UI actions are performed, in the database there will be several 
queries in blocked state waiting for the first execution to be completed   
 
Workaround: None  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0, 15.9.3.1, 15.9.3.0.1 
Knowledgebase Article KB 221472 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=221472 

  
 

DE62211 Modern UX - Planned Benefit does not get updated when rows are 
deleted from Benefit Plan Details 

Category Financials 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Modern UX - Planned Benefit does not get updated when rows are deleted from 
Benefit Plan Details.  
  
Expected Results: The Planned Benefit gets updated to 2000 since a row got deleted. This is 
how Cost Plans work in the Modern UX.  
  
Actual Results: The Planned Benefit remains at 4000 even though the Benefit Details has only 
one row with 2000 as the Planned Benefit.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 



Knowledgebase Article KB 221850 
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=221850 

  
 

DE62415 Export to CSV Job for Actuals Transaction List 
Category Financials 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Export to CSV Job not working for MUX Actual Transaction list for records over 
500.  
  
Expected Results: The background job should export the records.  
  
Actual Results: There background job (Export to CSV) fails and Notification shows the export 
failed.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 223166 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=223166 

  
 

DE61976 Cannot connect to ODATA through Power BI in SaaS 
Category HDP 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Cannot connect to ODATA through Power BI in SaaS (GCP)  
  
Expected Results: Connect via ODATA in SaaS (GCP) through Power BI.  
  
Actual Results: We encountered an error while trying to connect. Details: OData: Request 
failed (404): The remote server returned an error: (404) Not Found. (Not Found).   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0, HDP 4.6.0.27_2.1.0.0.27_1.0.3.10 
Knowledgebase Article KB 220336 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=220336 

  
 

DE62563 Clarity 15.9.3 upgrade fails when Tomcat 9 is used as home directory 
Category Install/Upgrade 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Reference: DE62089. Clarity 15.9.3 interactive installer upgrade option fails to 
validate the Tomcat 9 Home Directory and 15.9.3 Build fails.  
  
Expected Results: Successfully upgrade to Clarity 15.9.3  
  
Actual Results: 15.9.3 build fails while trying to validate Tomcat 9 directory.   
 



Workaround: Remove workaround suggested as per DE62089, and run 15.9.3 interactive 
upgrade by providing the Tomcat 8 home directory.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB n/a 

  
 

DE62666 Request to add login.broadcom.com domain under content security 
Category Install/Upgrade 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Clarity Content security policy is missing login.broadcom.com.  
  
Expected Results: The output of command should list login.broadcom.com domain as thats the 
ACS URL used in GCP SaaS.  
  
Actual Results: The output of admin system-options -list CONTENT_SECURITY_DOMAINS is 
below.      Below are the values for system option: CONTENT_SECURITY_DOMAINS      
CONTENT_SECURITY_DOMAINS: cdnjs.cloudflare.com      CONTENT_SECURITY_DOMAINS: 
fonts.goog   
 
Workaround: Add the domain manually by using the command documented.      admin system-
options -add CONTENT_SECURITY_DOMAINS login.broadcom.com -multi  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 224813 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=224813 

  
 

DE59293 Autoschedule Zeroes out ETC 
Category Project 

Found in Release 15.8.1 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Autoschedule zeroes out ETC when the following criteria is met: a. The task has the 
same start and finish date. AND b. This date is a non-workday/holiday AND c. The task is a fixed 
duration task ANDd. The Task assignment is set to Uniform Loading Pattern  
  
Expected Results: The task start and finish date change to a new date based on the 
Autoschedule Date selected and the ETC is moved to that date.  
  
Actual Results: The task start and finish date change to the expected new date, but the ETC is 
now 0.   
 
Workaround: a. Increase the task duration OR b. Leave the duration the same, but change the 
date to a work day OR c. Set the task to not be a fixed duration task OR d. Change the loading 
pattern for the assignment(s) to Front  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 206012 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=206012 

  
 



DE60215 Executing Delete Investments Job clears Project Tiles saved filters 
Category Project 

Found in Release 15.8.0 

Severity Cosmetic 

Summary SUMMARY: Executing Delete Investments Job clears Project Tiles saved filters. If there is any 
filter saved in the Modern UX Project Tiles, after running the 'Delete Investments and Time 
Reporting Periods' job and actually deleting an investment marked for deletion, the Project 
Tiles saved filter is deleted, regardless of the filter conditions being related or not with the 
deleted investment(s).  
  
Expected Results: Filter conditions are still retained and displayed in the Project Tiles.  
  
Actual Results: Error is displayed 'An error occurred while saving preferences.' Filter conditions 
are gone. Logging out and logging back in removes the error, but the filter will still be empty.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 211347 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=211347 

  
 

DE61575 New UX Status Tabs layout changes intermittently when there is a poor 
connection or when caches are cleared 

Category Project 

Found in Release 15.9.1 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: New UX Status Tabs layout changes intermittently when there is a poor connection 
or when caches are cleared.  
  
Expected Results:  The Layout is not disturbed.  
  
Actual Results: The layout gets changed and some of the modules are clubbed.   
 
Workaround: Refresh the Page.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 224483 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=224483 

  
 

DE61755 Target Resolution Date rule is not honored in Issues Module 
Category Project 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Cosmetic 

Summary SUMMARY:  The Target Resolution Date in Risk/Issue/Changes is defined as the date for 
resolving the issue. The date must be the same or earlier than the impact date field. This is 
working for Risks but not working for Issues.  
  
Expected Results: The Target Resolution Date should be same or earlier than the impact date.  
  



Actual Results: The Target Resolution Date can be set beyond the impact date in Issue module.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 219236 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=219236 

  
 

DE60894 Unable to convert Idea to Project from the Modern UX 
Category Project 

Found in Release 15.9.1.1 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Unable to convert Idea to Project from the Modern UX when the user does not 
have explicit Ideas - View access. The user only has the 'Ideas - Create' access which allows the 
user to view and edit his/her own Ideas created.  This combination of access rights works fine 
in Classic, but not in Modern UX. This user is allowed to create projects from templates, but 
converting the idea to a project is not working.  
  
Expected Results: Project gets created.  
  
Actual Results: The project is not created. Error 'Failed to create project.' is shown or an API 
unauthorized error.   
 
Workaround: Use the Classic UX.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 214567 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=214567 

  
 

DE61856 Unable to view To Dos without explicit Project - View right 
Category Project 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: It is no longer possible to check To Dos (even with all To Dos global rights) for users 
that can view the project and have task management rights, unless the Project - View right is 
added for that project instance. Documentation states that starting 15.9.2, To Do rights need 
to be added for some scenarios, but these are not sufficient.  
  
Expected Results: To Do is displayed.  
  
Actual Results: To Do is not shown ('No Rows To Show'). To Do is also not shown in the To Dos 
page (left navigation pane).   
 
Workaround: Grant 'Project - View' instance access to the user's profile.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 219644 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=219644 

  
 



DE61032 When Entering Data in Per Period Metrics sometimes only part of the 
value is saved (one digit) 

Category Project 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: When entering per period metrics, sometimes it only saves part (or none) of the 
value you enter (Example, type 11, and it will display 1). This happens if using your mouse to 
click into a cell versus tabbing. This is reproducible in multiple Per Period Metrics modules 
including Staffing and Assignments.  
  
Expected Results: Values for all ETCs display all digits entered (11 for each cell in this example).  
  
Actual Results: In some instances, no value is saved, while in others, only one value is stored in 
the field (so the cell displays as 1 instead of 11).   
 
Workaround: Tab instead of mouse click.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 215487 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215487 

  
 

DE62260 Living Status Report shows NO COLOR for ZERO value on stock 'Finish 
Variance' Task field 

Category Project 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Modern UX Living Status Report is not displaying the Finish Variance correctly 
when Baseline Finish = Finish in Tasks. The Finish Variance shows zero and colored on the Tasks 
Grid layout (shows green zero). When using the 'Status' tab, the configuration of Finish 
Variance does not display the color correctly when Baseline Finish = Finish, when used on the 
'TASKS' section of the Status. It seems no display mapping & formatting is applied at all on the 
field for this value.  
  
Expected Results: Finish Variance should display as Green because Finish = Baseline Finish.  
  
Actual Results: Finish Variance displays as White on the Living Status Report. Note that the 
Finish Variance shows correctly as Green in the Classic UI, Status subpage list view.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 224556 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=224556 

  
 

DE62391 Chrome and Edge do not download PDFs from Status Reports 
Category Project 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Minor Problem 



Summary SUMMARY: In order to mitigate the issue described in DE41673, it is recommended to set the 
Chrome/Edge options for PDF to be downloaded instead of opened by the browser. If this 
option is enabled, the Modern UX Status Report may crash the browser and in the case of 
Edge, it cannot be downloaded at all.  
  
Expected Results: Generated PDF file is downloaded. Scrolling the horizontal bar will crash the 
browser tab.  
  
Actual Results: A very long text string is shown. Specific to Chrome: An 'Open' button may 
appear. Specific to Edge: The 'Open' button does not appear (it may still be there, but not 
visible as it could have a different alignment. It is not possible to do   
 
Workaround: Use Firefox.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 223013 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=223013 

  
 

DE62420 Post 15.9.3 upgrade, Status Reports are not opening in Classic UX 
Category Project 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: After 15.9.3 upgrade, all the Status Reports in the system are throwing the below 
error in Classic UX. This issue is happening due to a bad param value in the odf_link_params 
table which has the param code as 'odf_cncrt_parent_id'.ERROR: Error 401 - Unauthorized. 
You are not authorized to view the page. If you are sure you have access, try logging in again or 
contact your system administrator.  
  
Expected Results: The Status report opens.  
  
Actual Results: The above 401 error is thrown.   
 
Workaround: The workaround is to open the Status Report from the Status report Listing 
portlet.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0, 15.9.3.1, 15.9.3.0.2 
Knowledgebase Article KB 223265 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=223265 

  
 

DE62482 Large string plain text widgets in status reports displayed as single line 
Category Project 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Large string plain text widgets shows only a single line instead of string field with 
scrolling bar.  
  
Expected Results: The large string attribute to display in a scrollable view in the widget.  
  
Actual Results: The large string widget is just a single line.   
 



Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 225401 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=225401 

  
 

DE62637 Modern UX Living Status Report - Priority gets displayed as High against 
a Task, even when the corresponding Task has no Priority Set for it 

Category Project 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Modern UX Living Status Report - Priority gets displayed as High against a Task, 
even when the corresponding Task has no Priority Set for it.  
  
Expected Results: No value is shown against the tasks from step 5.  
  
Actual Results: ""High Pr..."" is displayed in the Status Report. ""High Priority"" gets shown 
when we Preview that report. No colour mapping is however applied.Note that the same 
behaviour can be reproduced with even custom number type attributes, with a   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 224683 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=224683 

  
 

DE62706 Clarity UX Only - Documents cannot be uploaded into attachment 
attributes of Risk, Issue and Change Request objects 

Category Project 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Clarity UX Only - Documents cannot be uploaded into attachment attributes of 
Risk, Issue and Change Request objectsAlso note that:a. Upload is possible through the Classic 
UIb. Happens to an account with all the rights in the systemc. Same behavior against Risk and 
Issue objects as well  
  
Expected Results: Document is uploaded successfully.  
  
Actual Results: Document is not uploaded. The following error is thrown in the UI: API-1007 : 
You are not authorized to process request. Contact your system administrator for necessary 
security rights.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 225026 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=225026 

  
 



DE62795 Task owner is not copied over when creating new from template or 
Copying tasks from template 

Category Project 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: When creating a new project from a Template or using the 'Copy Tasks from 
Template' the Task Owner is not copied over with the Tasks.  
  
Expected Results: Task Owner to be populated.  
  
Actual results: Task Owner field is blank.   
 
Workaround: Manually add the Task Owner.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 225491 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=225491 

  
 

DE61135 Advanced Reporting - Time Period Duplicated 
Category Reports 

Found in Release 15.9 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Advanced Reporting - Time Period Duplicated.  
  
Expected Results: The twelve monthly periods should display in order.  
  
Actual Results: Some of the monthly time periods are duplicated in the report, so all twelve do 
not display.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 216079 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=216079 

  
 

DE62091 Chart doesn't match the list in User license and Activity report 
Category Reports 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Cosmetic 

Summary SUMMARY: User license and Activity report is incorrect.  Pie chart does not match the list.  
  
Expected Results: The user count by license type on the pie chart matches what is in the list.  
  
Actual Results:The User Count by License type shows Full and Restricted users on the pie chart 
but 'View Only' is seen on the list.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 



Knowledgebase Article KB 220567 
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=220567 

  
 

DE62213 Show Investments flag in Capacity vs. Booking Status by OBS Report does 
not work 

Category Reports 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Cosmetic 

Summary SUMMARY: Show Investments flag in Capacity vs. Booking Status by OBS Report does not work.  
  
Expected Results: It is not expected for Investments to be displayed in Step 4. The technical 
document for this report, and parameter says the following:'There is a Show Investments 
parameter that allows you to preclude individual investments from display  
  
Actual Results: Investment level details are shown in the report irrespective of whether the 
'Show Investments' flag is set or not.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 221857 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=221857 

  
 

DE62261 Show Tasks in filter in report Resource Forecasted Utilization Detail 
doesn't work 

Category Reports 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Cosmetic 

Summary SUMMARY: The Resource Forecasted Utilization Detail report contains the Show task boolean 
input parameter selection. Selecting does have an affect. It continues to display the tasks in the 
report whether it is selected.  
  
Expected Results: The tasks do appear in the report.  
  
Actual Results: The tasks still display in the report.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 222192 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=222192 

  
 

DE62524 Text characters going our section boundaries of exported report to PPTX 
Category Reports 

Found in Release 15.9.1 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: When a user enter about 1045 text characters in the 'Status Report Update' 
section in a Project Status Report, the display is fine in the Clarity Modern UX. When the Status 



report is open in 'Project Status Detail' report in Advance Reporting, after exporting the report 
to PPTX format you find that the character in the 'Status Report Update' gets overwritten on 
the boundaries of this section.  
  
Expected Results: The text characters entered in the 'Status Report Update' to be contained 
with the boundaries of the section.  
  
Actual Results: The text characters entered in the 'Status Report Update' section spills over the 
boundary line.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 225045 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=225045 

  
 

DE62674 Project Status Report List Group By Stage Error with custom Stages 
Category Reports 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Project Status Report List Group By Stage Error. When custom lookup values are 
added to INV_TYPE the report will error if the report is grouped by stage and there are projects 
with stages  as well as project with no stage.  
  
Expected Results: Report still works.  
  
Actual Results: Error Appears with  Error Msg = ORA-25137: Data value out of range at 
oracle.jdbc.driver.T4CTTIoer11.processError(T4CTTIoer11.java:513) ... 37 more   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 224852 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=224852 

  
 

DE62142 Unable to sync Roadmap Description field with Investment Description 
Category Roadmaps 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Unable to sync the Investment (idea/project) out of the box attribute Description 
to the Roadmap item Description.  
  
Expected Results: Description should be synced.  
  
Actual Results: Description is not getting synced.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 



Knowledgebase Article KB 221235 
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=221235 

  
 

DE62355 Roadmap Items will not sync if they are created via API 
Category Roadmaps 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Roadmap Items will not sync if they are created via Rest API. In the bg-ca.logs, the 
following error is displayed: CMN-0013: Value for attribute 'timelinenone_timelinepos' is out 
of range.  
  
Expected Results: Roadmap Item Finish date changes to 8/25/21.  
  
Actual Results: Roadmap Item Finish date does not update (stays as 8/23/21).   
 
Workaround: Expand the length of the Roadmap Item (if it's a short duration), then drag the 
roadmap item to a fully visible spot on the timeline (the roadmap item will partially show at 
the top of the timeline).  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 222696 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=222696 

  
 

DE61970 Securability Fix 
Category Security 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: No Steps revealed for security reasons.  DESCRIPTION FOR INTERNAL USE:   
SECURABILITY ISSUE: SPECIFIC DETAILS ARE NOT FOR RELEASE NOTES PUBLICATION  Please put 
only the following information in Release Notes TITLE: Securability FixSTR: No Steps revealed 
for security reasons.  THIS IS VULNERABILITY NO DETAILS SHOULD BE PUBLISHED IN RELEASE 
NOTES/EXTERNAL KB TITLE: [Securability] On-Premise SSO: The modern UX will allow users 
that are locked or inactive to access Clarity SUMMARY : The problem is that when Clarity is 
configured for SSO and it receives a valid authentication token it creates a session before it 
determines if the user is active or unlocked. When it determines that the user is locked or 
inactive in Classic it will redirect appropriately to the configured logout URL, but in the Modern 
UX the app will continue to work because the session token is returned to the client and the 
client continues to pass that back to the server on each request and as long as the 
AUTH_TOKEN is also passed then the user can execute the API calls they have rights to. Note: 
PPMSSO (GCP) and SAML 2.0 enabled Clarity DO NOT have this problem. The problem is 
limited to on-premise systems that use an authentication gateway like SiteMinder or Layer7 to 
protect Clarity resources in their own SSO topology.  
  
Expected Result: No sessionId is created.  
  
 
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0, 15.9.3.1 
Knowledgebase Article KB None-Securability Issue 



  
 

DE62014 Securability Fix 
Category Security 

Found in Release 15.9.1 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: No Steps revealed for security reasons.  
  
  
 
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB None-Securability Issue 

  
 

DE59696 Staffing Telescopic Workspace: Fly-out field updates not saving when 
going from row to row 

Category Staffing 

Found in Release 15.9 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: When on Staffing Telescopic Workspace and updating resource Allocation % on the 
team details fly-out, the Allocation % value from the above line populates as you move from 
line to line while flyout remains open. Using detail flyout for each Staff Member populates the 
Allocation % value from line above when moving from line to line. It seems like there is a delay 
before the correct value is loaded. When there are several resources on a team and trying to 
update the allocation % for each resource on the detail fly-out it is difficult to know what the 
original allocation was.Note that the details for the resource do change and if you click off the 
allocation cell then go to the next line, the allocations work as expected.  However user does 
not expect to have to click off the cell when the rest of the details do change as expected when 
going to the next line.  
  
Expected Results:  The second resource's original Allocation % value shows.  
  
Actual Results: The second resource's Allocation % value shows at first but then updates to 
match the allocation for the one above that you had updated.   
 
Workaround: Be sure to click off of the field before going to the next row.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 208050 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=208050 

  
 

DE61192 STAFF Module - Requested Manager lookup is showing Inactive 
Resources 

Category Staffing 

Found in Release 15.9.1 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: The lookup is showing 'inactive' resources when browsing for a Requested 
Manager within the STAFF Module.The lookup is working properly in the STAFFING Workspace 
and does not include inactive resources and you cannot filter for inactive resources as 



expected. The TEAM Object, Requested Manager attribute is using the 'Browse for resources' 
lookup.  
  
Expected Results: The inactive resources should not be returned when browsing the Requested 
Manager for a selection.  
  
Actual Results: The inactive resources are available for selection when browsing the Requested 
Manager.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 216455 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=216455 

  
 

DE61486 Project Template - Staff tab shows blank Investment Name (MUX) and is 
not Read-Only 

Category Staffing 

Found in Release 15.9.1 

Severity Cosmetic 

Summary SUMMARY: There are two issues. A. In Clarity Modern UX, Projects, STAFF Module, the 
Investment Name is BLANK for Project Templates. The Investment Name is displaying for Non-
Template projects. B. The field is not read-only; it allows users to select other Investment 
names which results in an error: API-1006 : The value 'xxxxxxxxx' for Attribute 'Investment' is 
not in expected format of is invalid.  
  
Expected Results:    A. Investment ID and Name is populated.    B. Investment Name field 
should be Read-Only and you should not be able to click into the field to see a list of 
investments.  
  
Actual Results:    A. Investment Name is BLANK.     B. Investment Name field is NOT Read-Only 
and it allows the user to click into the field and see a list of investments.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 218029 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=218029 

  
 

DE60852 Project Team records changes when working with multiple tabs 
Category Staffing 

Found in Release 15.8.1 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: When working in parallel in the Classic Project Team page of two different projects 
in two different browser tabs as the same user having the same session, the Team page of the 
first project displays the team of the second project.  
  
Expected Results: Update Cost totals to execute and Team list to remain the same.  
  



Actual Results: Team list in Project 1 becomes the same Team list from Project 2. When you 
delete role added in step 3, it also gets deleted in Project 2.   
 
Workaround: Refresh Team pages of the two projects.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 222506 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=222506 

  
 

DE61794 Xogging in a requisition does not add Start date, Finish date and Average 
Rate in the list view 

Category Staffing 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Xogging in a requisition does not add Start date, Finish date and Average Rate in 
the list view.  
  
Expected Results: The requisition that has just been XOGged in is the same as XOGged out; it 
has all values in the list view.  
  
Actual Results: The requisition that has just been XOGged in does not show any Start or Finish 
date, or Average Rate value.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 219489 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=219489 

  
 

DE62277 Staffing Page Per Period Metrics performance on large datasets 
Category Staffing 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: The new Staffing Workspace page is very slow when you are using a large dataset 
with over 450k records. The initial loading is slow. Adding Actuals in the Per-Period Metrics for 
12 periods also causes it to slow down.  
  
Expected Results: The page to respond and return results within reasonable time (10 sec max) 
as it should return 100 records at a time.  
  
Actual Results: The page is very slow, takes over 20 sec for most requests.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 222319 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=222319 

  
 



DE62279 Remaining Availability slow in Per Period Metrics 
Category Staffing 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Adding the 'Remaining Availability' field in the Per-Period Metrics configuration 
causes the performance to degrade.  This happens in both the Staffing Workspace and in the 
STAFF Module inside an investment.  
  
Expected Results: The page to respond and return results within reasonable time, comparable 
to Allocation.  
  
Actual Results: Remaining Availability in Per Period Metrics takes at least 1min 20 sec which is 
3 times more than Allocation. The same issue can be observed on Project - Staff page.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 222323 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=222323 

  
 

DE62983 Unable to use Conversations in Staffing module- MUX 
Category Staffing 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Unable to tag someone on Staffing Workspace, Details, Conversations. Nothing is 
logged in the app-ca.log. You can see an error in the Dev Tools console.  
  
Expected Results: User is able to tag another resource.  
  
Actual Results: You will see an error in the Dev tools console.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 226488 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=226488 

  
 

DE58124 Dynamic multivalue lookup returns API error in the Modern UX 
Category Studio 

Found in Release 15.8.1 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY:Dynamic multivalue lookup in new UI returns error CMN-0009: Attribute 'Attribute 
name' has invalid Lookup Value '[xxxx]'  
  
Expected result: Task lookup value saved selected to be saved  
  
Actual result: Task lookup value select not saved, error message in browser consoleCMN-0009: 
Attribute 'SPP Prvky' has invalid Lookup Value '[5005083]'   
 
Workaround: None  



  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 200426 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=200426 

  
 

DE61237 Characters '>' and ‘<’ sometimes show as  & gt; and & lt; 
Category Studio 

Found in Release 15.8.1 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Characters > and < get converted to '&gt;' or '&lt;' if used in combination with one 
hyphen (-), or if used in same field after -> is used. The issue happens in any string field. The 
issue doesn’t happen for -> added at the beginning of a field. This issue happens in both Classic 
and Modern User Experience.  
  
Expected Results: Field still displays as -> Test -> Test > Test -< Test <  
  
Actual Results: Field changes to -&gt; Test -&gt; Test &gt; Test -&lt; Test &lt;   
 
Workaround: Use another character type such as {} Note that if you only have a -> at the 
beginning of a field, the issue does not happen. Example: If a field name is ->Test, it does not 
get converted to -&gt;Test.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 216448 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=216448 

  
 

DE61532 Object Rename Not Updating in All Places 
Category Studio 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: The 'Update Captions' action for renaming an object is not updating the Object 
Name in all expected places.  
  
Expected Results: All names have been updated to 'Functional Boards'.  
  
Actual Results: See the old Name under Home > Custom Objects > Functional Boards > Options 
(gear icon) > General - the Name is not updated. And under Home > Custom Objects > 
Functional Boards > Options (gear icon) > List Column Section - portlet for Layou   
 
Workaround: Manually update labels as needed.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 218420 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=218420 

  
 

DE61715 Unable to update dates on a portlet if another portlet shows an error 
Category Studio 

Found in Release 15.8.0 



Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: In a page with two object-based portlets, if one of the portlets has an error (e.g.: a 
string value is too large), it is not possible to update the date attributes in the other portlets. 
Other attribute types (strings, booleans...) can be updated just fine.  
  
Expected Results: As in Step 8 with the string or boolean, the date is saved.  
  
Actual Results: Projects portlet shows an 'Error 500 - Internal Server Error.' From app-ca.log: 
ERROR XXXX-XX-XX XX:XX:XX,XXX [http-nio-80-exec-2214] object.CustomObjectUpdateService 
(clarity:admin:X:npt.gridUpdate) Unable to update instance 5000000 for o   
 
Workaround: When the error first occurs, refresh the page BEFORE attempting to edit and save 
data in the other portlets on the page.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0, 15.9.3.1 
Knowledgebase Article KB 219100 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=219100 

  
 

DE60915 When adding Department OBS to custom object list with many number 
of instances it is taking minutes for results to come back 

Category Studio 

Found in Release 15.9.1 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: When adding Department OBS to custom object list with many number of 
instances it is taking minutes for results to come back.  
  
Expected Results: It should list results in the reasonable time.  
  
Actual Results: It is taking minutes and times out.   
 
Workaround: Remove Department OBS from object list.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 224163 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=224163 

  
 

DE61999 'Required' attribute value in Ideas get set to false when XOG is used to 
update an Idea instance 

Category Studio 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: 'Required' attribute in Ideas get set to false when XOG is used to update an Idea 
instance.  
  
Expected Results: 'Required' attribute remains set to 'Yes' since it has not been touched in the 
XOG XML.  
  
Actual Results: 'Required' attribute's value is changed to 'No'   
 



Workaround: Using REST API does not display the same behaviour. If the 'Required' attribute is 
not used to do a PATCH, then that attribute is not touched.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 220237 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=220237 

  
 

DE62068 Unable to upload a Studio Content Manager Package 
Category Studio 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Unable to upload a Studio Content Manager Package.  
  
Expected Results: The process completes successfully to upload the package as expected.  
  
Actual Results: The BG Log contains errors and from the Install Content Add-In process, I see 
the error for BPM-0531: The job from the step invoked failed.Exception: Java.lang.Exception at 
com.niku.bpm.eventmgr.ActionEventHandler.handleActionEvents(Action   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0, 15.9.3.1, 15.9.3.0.1 
Knowledgebase Article KB 222089 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=222089 

  
 

DE62344 Pie chart portlet doesn't show any data if Boolean data type as metric 
has been selected 

Category Studio 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Cosmetic 

Summary SUMMARY: Pie chart portlet is not showing any data if boolean data type as metric has been 
chosen.  
  
Expected Results: Pie chart is showing data for boolean datatype.  
  
Actual Results: The message 'no result available' shown in the page.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 225816 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=225816 

  
 

DE62346 Last Updated Date filtering on Change Request Management portlet 
Category Studio 

Found in Release 15.8.1 

Severity Minor Problem 



Summary SUMMARY: When filtering on the 'Last Updated Date' field in the 'Change Request 
Management' portlet on the 'Risks, Issues and Changes' tab on the Overview page, no data is 
returned if the 'Last Updated Date' attribute has Display Type set to 'Date'.  
  
Expected Results: 'Change Request Management' portlet only displays data for the dates 
filtered on.  
  
Actual Results: 'Change Request Management' portlet does not display any data.   
 
Workaround: Change the 'Last Updated Date' attribute 'Display Type' to 'Date Range' so users 
can filter based on a date range.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 224926 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=224926 

  
 

DE62474 Usability Issue with attribute of type(Large String - Rich Text) 
Category Studio 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Modern UX usability Issue with attribute of type(Large String - Rich Text). It will 
close with any method of paste action.  
  
Expected Results: The text box should not close.  
  
Actual Results: The text box will close. Any accidental or incidental closure of the text is 
permanent and data is lost. There is no way to do undo the changes, such as Ctrl-Z. There 
should be a mechanism in place to prevent text box closure.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 225353 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=225353 

  
 

DE62490 Error for Money Fields limited to 25 digits is not consistent 
Category Studio 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: In modern UX (For Custom Money Attribute) throws an warning when we enter 
large values to money on a Grid Page ""Use 25 digits or less"", but in Properties Module page 
or on the Details Fly-out panel it gives the system error Message with no warning, and blanks 
out the field.  
  
Expected Results: It should give the same warning as the Grid Page does.  
  
Actual Results: System Error is shown and data is wiped out of the field.   
 
Workaround: Enter a value in the Money field less than 25 digits.  
  



Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 225463 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=225463 

  
 

DE62767 RMI Custom TSV API-Enabled Duplicated the View Options 
Category Studio 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: When creating a Custom TSV on the Roadmap Item (RMI) object and setting the 
API Attribute ID, a new set of Per-Period Metric fields are added into the View Options on the 
RMI Grid. This is reproduced in 15.9.3  
  
Expected Results: The Per-Period Metric View Options should NOT be duplicated.  
  
Actual Results: The options are duplicated and you can set them separately, but really it is the 
same because, when you update one set of fields, the other set of fields are updated.   
 
Workaround: None or don't create custom TSVs on the Roadmap Item Object.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 225351 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=225351 

  
 

DE61096 Actual Cost (ACWP) on a task in the Classic PPM Gantt gets removed 
when a Sub-Project Proxy Task is Indented 

Category Tasks 

Found in Release 15.8.1 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Using the classic PPM Gantt. On a Project Gantt, when a Task (which is a proxy task 
for the sub project) is out dented then after running 'Update Cost Totals' (from 'Actions' drop 
down on the Classic Tasks Tab list page) the Actual Cost data is populated correctly however 
when the Task is indented on the PPM Gantt then the Actual Cost becomes zero after running 
'Update Cost totals'.  
  
Expected Results: ACWP for Task P2 to remain intact and on the Gantt chart Actual Cost also 
remain intact.  
  
Actual Results: ACWP on Task P2 becomes zero. On The Gantt chart, Actuals for Task P2 is 
intact but Actual Cost becomes zero.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB226348 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=26348 

  
 

DE61203 Update Earned Value and Cost Totals Job does not process a selected 
inactive investment using the Investment Parameter 



Category Tasks 

Found in Release 15.9.1 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Update Earned Value and Cost Totals Job does not take into consideration an 
inactive project when the project is entered in the job parameters. Inactive projects are 
removed from the rate matrix extraction tables, i.e. nbi_proj_res_rates_and_costs.  But remain 
in the prj_ev_history table until Update Cost Totals is run on the project itself from inside the 
project. Documentation states that putting the inactive investment in the job parameter will 
update the costs but it does not.  
  
Expected Results: Per documentation ACWP and ETC costs are removed from the project.  
  
Actual Results: The ACWP and ETC Costs remain on the project.   
 
Workaround: Run Update Cost Totals from within the project itself.  
  
Resolution: The job code never processes any inactive investment regardless of the parameters 
selected. Therefore, the the 'fix' is to the Job Parameter. It has been updated to only allow 
active investments for selection. This job only processes active in  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 222292 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=222292 

  
 

DE61455 To Do Expand Loses Focus if you do not update the Expanded Portion 
Category Tasks 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: In MUX when expanding To Do for tasks and you just expand without making any 
changes then close the expand, and click on a different task, the To Do List does not change. It 
stays on previous task.  
  
Expected Results: To Do List loads for second task.  
  
Actual Results: To Do list loads again but it is for the first task.   
 
Workaround: Either close out the To Do Fly Out details or edit one of the To Dos in the expand 
mode.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 223131 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=223131 

  
 

DE62069 Tasks Timeline - Could not update value when you move or resize the 
'Duration' column 

Category Tasks 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Moving or resizing columns causes a toaster message and the configuration is not 
saved on the Tasks Timeline. The Board and Grid configurations are okay and the Saved View 
will save the changes on these layouts.  The Timeline layout is not working as expected.  



  
Expected Results: For the configuration to stick and no toaster messages.  
  
Actual Results: The Tasks Timeline layout is not saved and toaster message appears.   
 
Workaround: Do not move or resize the Duration column.  You can remove it from the 
configuration and add it back in at the end, but once it is in the configuration, do not move it or 
resize it as it will cause this issue.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0, 15.9.3.1 
Knowledgebase Article KB 220882 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=220882 

  
 

DE62264 MUX: Change to a Boolean cell on the Tasks Timeline Layout is not saved 
Category Tasks 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: I have added 'Include in Status Reporting' to the Task Timeline view. The option 
can be checked or unchecked in the Timeline, but it's not actually saving the change. This 
happens for any Boolean field placed as a column in the Timeline layout.  You can 'check' or 
'uncheck' the value, but when you navigate away and return, you will see the change did not 
save.  
  
Expected Results: The Task should now be included in the Status Report.  
  
Actual Results: Checking the box from the Timeline view is not actually saving the attribute 
update.   
 
Workaround: From the Timeline View, you can update the field from the Details fly-out.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 222219 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=222219 

  
 

DE62373 Modern UX - Task Timeline - Gantt bars do not end in the right place 
when Quarters are selected 

Category Tasks 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Cosmetic 

Summary SUMMARY: Modern UX - Task Timeline - Gantt bars do not end in the right place when 
Quarters are selected.  
  
Expected Results: Gantt bars end at the end of Month = Dec 2021, and Quarter = Q4 2021.  
  
Actual Results: Gantt bars end at the end of Month = Dec 2021. However they do not end at 
the edge of Quarter = Q4 2021.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0, 15.9.3.1 



Knowledgebase Article KB 222860 
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=222860 

  
 

DE62437 Assignment creation API-1006 error 
Category Tasks 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: When creating an assignment for a different task, an error message occurs and the 
assignment is not created.  
  
Expected Results: The assignment to be created.  
  
Actual results: The assignment fails: API-1006 : The value '5081000' for Attribute 'task' is not in 
expected format or is invalid. Additional information: It happens the same whenever you use 
the Insert Row Below option when right clicking on an existing   
 
Workaround: Do the Assignments on the Task module by selecting the Task and going to the 
Assignments menu on the Details pane.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 223323 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=223323 

  
 

DE62472 ETC Cost not populating on tasks when there is only one segment 
Category Tasks 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: In Classic Clarity, ETC Cost and Allocation Cost display only zero values in the 
Projects although the 'Update Earned Value and Cost Totals' job has been run. Also from the 
Project - Task list page, the 'Update Cost Totals' Action has been run but it's not picking the 
rates from the  nbi_proj_res_rates_and_costs' table. 'nbi_proj_res_rates_and_costs' table is 
correctly populated resource rates. On both allocation and assignment, if there is only 1 
segment the cost is 0. If there are more than 1 segments the costs calculate correctly. We also 
observed that if you have more than one segment but the values are the same, for instance on 
allocations the % allocation = 50% on all the segment rows the costs still show as 0. When we 
change the default allocation with more than one segment already showing the segments do 
not shrink back to 1, they stay broken out but all show the same allocation %. This also makes 
the cost revert to 0. The only way to have the costs (allocation and ETC) is to have more than 
one segment.  
  
Expected Results: ETC Cost data to be populated.  
  
Actual Results: ETC Cost data remains zero.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0, 15.9.3.1, 15.9.3.0.3 
Knowledgebase Article KB 224634 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=224634 



  
 

DE59007 Modern UX allows Milestones to be Open for Time Entry 
Category Timesheets 

Found in Release 15.8.1 

Severity Cosmetic 

Summary SUMMARY: Milestones can be made Open for Time Entry in the Modern UX. This is not 
possible in the Classic UX. Time cannot be entered for a Milestone task as resources cannot be 
assigned to it. There is a way to create a Milestone task that is Open for Time Entry in the 
Classic UX, by setting the default value for Open for Time Entry Task attribute value to 'True' 
and then creating the Milestone task, or by first creating a non-Milestone task, setting the 
Open for Time Entry value to 'True' and then making the task a Milestone.  
  
Expected Results: Open for Time Entry value cannot be changed for a milestone.  
  
Actual Results: Open for Time Entry value can be changed.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 204836 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=204836 

  
 

DE59465 Untranslated '(split)' in splits of investments in old timesheet 
Category Timesheets 

Found in Release 15.9 

Severity Cosmetic 

Summary SUMMARY: Classic UI time entry split text is not translated.  
  
Expected Results: All split tasks should have the “Split” verbiage translated to the applicable 
language (German, French, Spanish language, etc).  
  
Actual Results: All tasks (project and other work) remain as '(split)' and are not translated to 
the applicable language.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 215086 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215086 

  
 

DE62405 Performance of Modern UX Timesheet Grid Layout Slow - PostgreSQL 
only 

Category Timesheets 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Performance of the Modern UX Timesheet grid is slow when the 'Updated By' 
column is added in the grid view.  
  



Expected Results: The dataset fetched on the grid should be fast.  
  
Actual Results: The dataset fetched takes longer time when updated by columns is added to 
the grid.   
 
Workaround: Remove the 'Updated By' column from the timesheet grid.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0, 15.9.3.1 
Knowledgebase Article KB 223110 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=223110 

  
 

DE62407 Performance of Modern UX My Timesheet Entry Page Slow - PostgreSQL 
only 

Category Timesheets 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Performance of modern ux  My Timesheet is slow while having Timesheets - 
Navigate rights.  
  
Expected Results: The loading of the page should be fast when multiple user try to login and 
access My Timesheet Page.  
  
Actual Results: The performance of the query is fast when one user is accessing, however when 
more than 50 user try to access My Timesheet at the same time, the query gets slower and 
query retrieved huge data into shared buffers and was doing sorts on ret   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0, 15.9.3.1, 15.9.3.0.2 
Knowledgebase Article KB 223115 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=223115 

  
 

DE62417 Performance issue on MUX Timesheet page when calculating the 
pending actuals 

Category Timesheets 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Slow performance on the Create Timesheet page when adding multiple 
assignments. The query that is causing the bottleneck includes a summation of the pending 
actuals.  
  
Expected Results: There should not be any performance issue in loading the page.  
  
Actual Results: The more the number of users, the page loading slows and eventually ends up 
in an outage.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0, 15.9.3.1 



Knowledgebase Article KB 224661 
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=224661 

  
 

DE62460 Timesheet related processes/actions are taking longer than usual time to 
trigger 

Category Timesheets 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Timesheet related processes/actions are taking longer than usual time to trigger. 
With delay in processes again after the 15.9.3 upgrade. Upon investigation it seems to be a bit 
different this time as I believe the main culprit here is with the Action Execution Pipeline, it is 
continuously running and very slow in processing. It takes hours to trigger an action and even 
after action is triggered it is taking hours to mark the step as finished.  
  
Expected Results: Processes should trigger and steps complete in reasonable time.  
  
Actual Results: It takes hours for process to trigger an action item and get to finish state.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0, 15.9.3.1, 15.9.3.0.2 
Knowledgebase Article KB 224103 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=224103 

  
 

DE62465 Timesheet Add Work modal scroll bar is sluggish with a large number of 
tasks available 

Category Timesheets 

Found in Release 15.9.1 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Timesheet Add Work modal scroll bar is sluggish with a large number of tasks 
available. Larger the number of tasks available for the user to add, the more visible it is the 
behavior of the scroll bar. A large number of tasks can be assigned or unassigned. As long as 
they are available for the user and appear on +Work popup, the issue is reproducible. The 
+Work Filter allows you to filter by All Tasks, Assigned Tasks, or Unassigned Tasks. While the 
filtered criteria provide a high number of tasks, this issue is reproducible.  
  
Expected Results: The scroll bar to move gracefully as it does when a small set of tasks are 
assigned.  
  
Actual Results: The scroll bar is sluggish, it gets stuck and is difficult to navigate across the list 
of tasks.   
 
Workaround: Use the filtering criteria to narrow down the list of tasks that appear as 
selectable. Once the list of tasks is narrowed down, the scroll bar works steadily.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 223499 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=223499 



  
 

DE62671 Timesheet status not correctly reflected in Modern UX 
Category Timesheets 

Found in Release 15.9.1 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Timesheet status does not reflect correctly until a user physically refresh the page.  
  
Expected Results: Timesheet status of the period would change to Posted.  
 
Actual Results: Timesheet status still shows as open.  
 
Workaround: Hit the F5 key or refresh icon on the browser to refresh the page then the status 
would reflect correctly.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 224920 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=224920 

  
 

DE59668 New UX: User gets a blank page when clicking on a link in Classic Clarity 
to bring them into the new UI and the user doesn't have Project Tiles and 
Project Navigate rights 

Category UI Infrastructure 

Found in Release 15.9 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Users have been given a custom menu link in Classic Clarity that takes them to the 
new UX. ( http://<clarityurl>/pm). When users who don't have Project Tiles Navigate or Project 
Navigate rights click on the link after logging into Classic Clarity they are presented with a blank 
screen.  
  
Expected Results: The user is routed directly to the Timesheets section of New UX and no error 
is shown.  
  
Actual Results: The user sees a page with an error message “You do not have permissions for 
the new user experience.” and then is rerouted to a grey page.   
 
Workaround: To resolve this, the user needs to refresh the page in the browser again or launch 
the new Clarity Timesheets link directly i.e. http://<clarityurl>/pm/#/timesheets ; or navigate 
from Classic to the Clarity new Timesheets via a separate menu l  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 207940 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=207940 

  
 

DE60406 Populating multi-Value attribute in Task flyout 
Category UI Infrastructure 

Found in Release 15.8.1 

Severity Minor Problem 



Summary SUMMARY: In Modern UX when you populate a multi value lookup on a Task's flyout page and 
then you select a different task on the Task grid page, then the value entered on the original 
task is not saved in it but rather on a different task that you click on.  
  
Expected Results: Values entered in flyout page of 'Task A' should be populated on the multi-
value lookup attribute of 'Task A'.  
  
Actual Results: Values entered in flyout page of 'Task A' are saved onto 'Task B'.   
 
Workaround: Avoid clicking directly onto another task after modifying the multi value 
attribute.  
  
Resolution: Duplicated and Resolved with DE61742: MVL field data saved on wrong grid task if 
users clicks on the grid once values are selected at Details Fly-Out.  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 219208 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=219208 

  
 

DE61159 To Dos Display Divider Issue 
Category UI Infrastructure 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: In the To Dos enterprise workspace, the divider lines do not always align with the 
new columns added to the grid.  
  
Expected Results: The top label banner, that shows 'To Dos' and 'Task' has dividing lines. The 
lines should align with the names of the columns.  
  
Actual Results: The lines do not always align.   
 
Workaround: Refreshing the browser appears to help, but if more columns are added it may 
occur again.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 216197 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=216197 

  
 

DE61360 New UX: Having too many inactivated lookup values in between active 
values, causes issue with Board View 

Category UI Infrastructure 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: New UX : Having too many inactivated lookup values in between active values, 
causes issue with Board View. Columns for the remaining, active values are not shown.  
However, you do see the remaining active values shown in the column panel.Perhaps there is 
just a big gap where the inactive ones are and there is no scroll bar to see the remaining 
columns?  
  
Expected Results: All the active values of the Lookup are shown as columns.  
  



Actual Results: Only columns for values prior to the inactivated lookup values are shown. If you 
open the Columns panel you see the active lookup values listed.   
 
Workaround: Move all the inactivated lookup values after the last active value in 'Reorder 
Values' section of the lookup.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 217252 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=217252 

  
 

DE61481 Mouseover tooltip text in New UX is incorrect for attributes with display 
mappings 

Category UI Infrastructure 

Found in Release 15.9.1 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: When a Blueprint has more than one field on the Properties page, that have the 
same Display Mapping colors, the mouse-over text may be the Display Mapping text from 
another attribute.  
  
Expected Results: Mouseover on color displays correct alternate text for the defined color 
mapping on that specific field.  
  
Actual Results: Mouseover on color displays alternate text from a different field.   
 
Workaround: Use different colors for each attribute.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 217993 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=217993 

  
 

DE61512 PicklistInstances API latency when having large number of projects 
Category UI Infrastructure 

Found in Release 15.9.1 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Clarity customer on large Dataset find high latency while creating a custom project 
picklist. DB size =1067541.88 MB over 5000 active projects.  
  
Expected Results: Manage picklist page to present ADD CHOICE instantly without a lag.  
  
Actual Results: Manage picklist page waits for 15-25 seconds and then ADD CHOICE is 
presented to the user to enter values.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 212099 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=212099 

  
 



DE61528 Export to CSV fails without any error when trying to export large amount 
of data via modern UX 

Category UI Infrastructure 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Export to CSV fails without any error when trying to export large amount of data 
via Modern UX. Note: In order to reproduce this issue, 100+ attributes are needed on customer 
investments and more than 500 custom investments instance.  
  
Expected Results: The Export to CSv should be successful.  
  
Actual Results:Export to CSV fails with no error log entries on the job logs (The Async Export to 
CSV Job triggers only when the number of instance are more than 500 else export will be real 
time only).   
 
Workaround: On the grid view try to add around 50 columns and export the data and that 
should be successful.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 218405 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=218405 

  
 

DE61742 MVL field data saved on wrong grid task if users clicks on the grid once 
values are selected at Details Fly-Out 

Category UI Infrastructure 

Found in Release 15.9.1 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: MVL field data saved on wrong grid task if users clicks on the grid, once values are 
selected on the Details Fly-Out.  
  
Expected Results: Data to be saved on the same task where values were added at the Details 
Fly-Out.  
  
Actual Results: Data is saved on the wrong task. The task on the grid where we clicked on.   
 
Workaround: Ensure that if data is modified on the Fly-Out, the user clicks on the Fly-Out itself 
prior to moving back to the grid.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 219208 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=219208 

  
 

DE61778 MSSQL Project and Idea list very slow on Compatibility 130/150 
Category UI Infrastructure 

Found in Release 15.7.1 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: MSSQL Project and Idea list very slow on Compatibility 130, and Compatibility 150 
with partitions.  
  



Expected Results: The lists to open in a reasonable time (5-10 sec).  
  
Actual Results: Project list and Idea list take anytime from 50 sec - 2.2 min to load for the first 
time. Subsequent load is 1-5 sec. When setting Compatibility Mode on the SQL server back to 
110, the list loads significantly faster (5-10 for customer and   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 219361 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=219361 

  
 

DE61785 Detail view Layout in modern UX not retaining the field positions when 
modified. 

Category UI Infrastructure 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Detail view Layout in modern UX not retaining the field positions when modified. 
When configuring the views Details section of objects in the Modern UX, after clicking the Exit 
button, the new layout is not retained as it was set. Some fields are not in the same place prior 
to clicking the Exit button.  
  
Expected Results: Layout changes are retained.  
  
Actual Results: Layout changes are jumbled.   
 
Workaround: Make field changes one at a time.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 226317 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=226317 

  
 

DE61811 Export to CSV job failure when picklist in included for export 
Category UI Infrastructure 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Export to CSV jobs gets kicked off when trying to export more than 500 records. If 
Picklist columns are included in the fields and then exported, the Export to CSV job fails.  
  
Expected Results: The export completes successfully and can be downloaded from the 
Notifications on the top right corner  
  
Actual Results: The notification shows the error - Could not export CSV Under Reports and Jobs 
- Job log, the Export to CSV Job job would have failed BG logs will have the below error ERROR 
2021-08-24 12:54:32,173 [Dispatch Export to CSV Job : bg@serverna   
 
Workaround: Remove the picklists from the selected fields when downloading to Excel.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 



Knowledgebase Article KB 219535 
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=219535 

  
 

DE60955 Displaying URL attribute breaks Project List view 
Category UI Infrastructure 

Found in Release 15.7.1 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Displaying URL attribute breaks Project List view. Some characters, like '%2', on an 
attribute of type URL are causing an exception on the Project lit view.[en - Error][EN - ERROR] 
[en - Unable to process request - Server or Network error] The following error is seen on the 
app-ca.log file ERROR 2021-09-17 11:16:04,227 [http-nio-8080-exec-75] niku.union 
(clarity:admin:5195145__96B315F8-F8E0-4FCD-82E9-7B4B4BF44BCD:mainnav.work) 
com.niku.union.web.WebException: net.sf.saxon.trans.DynamicError: Error in call to extension 
function {public static java.lang.String java.net.URLDecoder.decode(java.lang.String)}: 
Exception in extension function java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: URLDecoder: Incomplete 
trailing escape (%) pattern  at com.niku.union.web.VXSLServer.transform(VXSLServer.java:166)  
at com.niku.union.web.VXSLServer.transform(VXSLServer.java:94)  
  
Expected Results: The project list view is displaying the new value added on the URL attribute 
of the project.  
  
Actual Results: The project list view is not displaying. Instead an error is thrown: Unable to 
process request - Server or Network error.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 215222 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215222 

  
 

DE62173 MVL value selection errors with CMN-0009 with certain code values 
Category UI Infrastructure 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity Cosmetic 

Summary SUMMARY: MVL value selection errors with CMN-0009 with certain code values.  This only 
happens in Clarity UX, not in Classic PPM. The issue is due to the instance ID of Client 1 
(client_base). This ID is also part of the rest of IDs. If the ID is changed to client_base0 then no 
errors occur.  
  
Expected Results: The value to be saved.  
  
Actual Results: You get an error CMN-0009: Attribute 'my lkp' has invalid Lookup Value 
'[client_base, client_baseuk, client_baseus, client_basein]'   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 221488 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=221488 



  
 

DE62191 Quotation marks are added when you copy a value using Control-D in the 
grid in MUX 

Category UI Infrastructure 

Found in Release 15.9.2 

Severity  

Summary SUMMARY: Quotation marks are added when you copy a value using Control-D in the grid in 
MUX. It works as expected in 15.8.1, after upgrade to 15.9.2 adds quotation marks.  
  
Expected Results: Value is copied one to one to the second row.  
  
Actual Results: Value is copied with quotation marks.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 221704 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=221704 

  
 

DE62231 CLASSIC UI: Columns width and wrapping is splitting up words 
Category UI Infrastructure 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: CLASSIC UI: Column Width/Word Wrapping is not working correctly in 15.9.3.  
When the entire word does not fit, it starts the next line without regard to where it is in the 
word. This happens in all browsers and all UI Themes.  
  
Expected Results: Department shows Shared Serv / (next Line) ces.  
  
Actual Results: Word Wrap should not split words in the middle of the word, it should figure 
out where there are spaces and make a break with the space.   
 
Workaround: One option is to not allow word wrapping configuration on the field.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0, 15.9.3.1, 15.9.3.0.1 
Knowledgebase Article KB 222014 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=222014 

  
 

DE62252 New UI View Save As Doesn't Copy Details Fly-out Configuration 
Category UI Infrastructure 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: New UI View 'Save As' Doesn't Copy Details Fly-out Configuration.  
  
Expected Results: See the Details fly-out configuration from the view you copied.  
  
Actual Results: See the OOTB default Details fly-out configuration.   
 



Workaround: If you click Save As when the Details flyout is open, then it Saves fine.  Also, if you 
refresh the page, it shows the changes.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 222964 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=222964 

  
 

DE62298 Unable to select current date in Modern UX date picker 
Category UI Infrastructure 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: It is not possible to select current day in the date picker while on the Grid view of a 
custom subobject in the Modern UX while creating a new instance - the date disappears. It is 
possible to select a different date (e.g.: tomorrow, yesterday, etc.) then update the value to 
the current date.  
  
Expected Results: Current date is selected in the date attribute.  
  
Actual Results: The date attribute is blank.   
 
Workaround: Select another date (e.g.: August 23), then the current date (e.g.: August 24).  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0, 15.9.3.1, 15.9.3.0.1 
Knowledgebase Article KB 222397 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=222397 

  
 

DE62473 Dynamic lookup type attribute doesn't show values in Modern UX when 
@FILTER@ clause is missing 

Category UI Infrastructure 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: A dynamic lookup type attribute doesn't show values in Modern UX when 
@FILTER@ clause is missing.  
  
Expected Results: Attribute values are available and showing in NEW UX.  
  
Actual Results: Attribute value is not available however visible in classic UI.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 225819 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=225819 

  
 

DE62601 DETAILS Fly-out: Default Bucket Color Mapping is used for a Calculated 
Field with a ZERO value 

Category UI Infrastructure 

Found in Release 15.9.3 



Severity Cosmetic 

Summary SUMMARY: In the DETAILS Fly-out, the DEFAULT BUCKET COLOR is shown for a ZERO value 
instead of the expected mapped color for the value. The color is shown for the correct 
mapping for NON-ZERO value.  
  
Expected Results: The correct color should appear next to the value in the field for a ZERO 
value.  
  
Actual Results: The color defined on the DEFAULT BUCKET appears next to the value in the field 
for a ZERO value.   
 
Workaround: None.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 224557 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=224557 

  
 

DE62903 Click to Email is not working in Clarity UX 
Category UI Infrastructure 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Minor Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: In Clarity UX, the channel with the portlet is used but the left-click does not work.  
  
Expected Results: Should open an window to compose email.  
  
Actual Results: Receiving error ""This content is blocked. Contact the site owner to fix the 
issue"".   
 
Workaround: Right-click on email Icon and open.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 227088 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=227088 

  
 

DE62919 Clarity UX: Associated colors on new picklist not displayed 
Category UI Infrastructure 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Clarity UX: Associated colors on new picklist not displayed.  
  
Expected Results: Associated colors for the picklist values are displayed.  
  
Actual Results: Colors are not displayed.   
 
Workaround: Refresh the browser.  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 226157 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=226157 



  
 

DE63012 Modern UX grid view on staffing not retaining values 
Category UI Infrastructure 

Found in Release 15.9.3 

Severity Major Problem 

Summary SUMMARY: Modern UX grid view on staffing not retaining values  
  
Expected Results: Updates to 2nd cell updated are retained  
  
Actual Results:  Updates to 2nd cell may get overwritten   
 
Workaround: Work slow through the Allocations  
  

Fixed in Release 16.0.0 
Knowledgebase Article KB 227144 

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=227144 

  
 

 


